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Cult

noun
1. a system of religious veneration and devotion directed towards a particular figure or object.
“the cult of St Olaf”
2. a person or thing that is popular or fashionable among a particular group or section of society.
“the series has become a bit of a cult in the UK”
Similar: craze, fashion, fad, vogue, thing 

The term ‘cult classic’ only applies to a film that fills the following criteria:

Initially badly received/ a box office failure/ difficult to access -> Makes a resurgence -> A small group of 
dedicated fans increase the popularity of the film and often take part in conventions and dressing up as 
characters from the cult film



CONSTELLATION MAPPING Discovering a Theme

In order to discover the focus of the project, this constellation map brings di�erent ideas toogether to discovoer a common theme: FEMALE FILM MAKERS

Three foci will drive the project; the future of film, female gaze, and methods of entertainment.



WOMEN IN FILM A TIMELINE OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

2022 BFI RELEASES OLD OVERLOOKED FILMS MADE BY WOMEN
2023 CULT FILMS MADE BY WOMEN EMERGE AND BECOME MORE PROLIFIC

1896 Alice Guy-Blaché released the first film directed by a woman “La Fée aux Choux"

1910 The Girl Spy Before Vicksburg by Sidney Olco� & Gene Gauntier

1916 The Ocean Waif by Alice Guy-Blaché

1930 Knowing Men by Elinor Glyn, Merrily We Go to Hell by Dorothy Arzner

1939 Dorothy is introduced in The Wizard of Oz, Scarle� O’Hara is introduced in Gone With the Wind

1934 to 1968 Motion Picture Production Code

1917-1975 Hollywood Studio Club

1956 Together by Lorenza Mazze�i

1963 Sparrows Can’t Sing by Joan Li�lewood

1971 The Velvet Vampire by Stephanie Rothman
1973 First woman to win Best Picture at the Oscars: Julia Phillips for The Sting, Year of the Woman by Sandra Hochman

1979 Ellen Louise Ripley is introduced in Alien
1976 Mikey and Nicky by Elaine May, First woman nominated for Best Director at the Oscars: Lina Wertmüller for Seven Beauties

1981 The Loveless by Kathryn Bigelow & Mon§ Montgomery, Will by Jessie Maple

1985 The rules now known as the Bechdel test first appeared in Alison Bechdel’s comic strip Dykes to Watch Out For
1986 Desert Hearts by Donna Deitch

1988 Clarice M. Starling is introduced in Silence of the Lambs, Veronica Sawyer is introduced in Heathers

1991 Queen of Diamonds by Nina Menkes, Proof by Jocelyn Moorhouse

1995 Welcome II the Terrordome by Ngozi Onwurah, Veronica Sawyer in introduced in Clueless

1999 But I’m a Cheerleader by Jamie Babbi�, Hardcore fans forced the release of Two-Lane Blacktop on video, Trini§ is introduced in the Matrix

2010 First (and only) female winner of Oscar’s Best Director: Kathryn Bigelow for The Hurt Locker

2012 Middle of Nowhere by Ava DuVernay, Katniss Everdeen is introduced in The Hunger Games

2018 High Life by Claire Dennis

1913 Suspense by Lois Weber & Phillips Smalley

1914 First woman to direct a full length feature: Lois Weber for The Merchant of Venice

1929 First woman to win an Oscar: Janet Gaynor, Best Actress, In her essay A Room of One’s Own, Virginia Woolf observed about the literature of her time what the Bechdel test would later highlight in more recent fiction

1945 Homes for the People by Kay Mander

1920s to 1982 Universal Studios did not credit a female director
1950 Outrage by Ida Lupino

1952 The Happy Family by Muriel Box, The Stranger Le¬ No Card by Wendy Toye, A Portrait of Ga by Margaret Tait

1961 Breakfast at Ti�any’s makes Holly Golightly a female role model

1969 I Am Somebody by Madeline Anderson

1972 Vincent the Dutchman by Mai Ze�erling

1970 Wanda by Barbara Loden

1975 Hester Street by Joan Micklin Silver

1976 The Song of the Shirt by Sue Clayton & Jonathan Curling 1978 Girlfriends by Claudia Weill
1977 Princess Leia is introduced in Star Wars

1980 Demon Lover Diary by Joel DeMo�, Danny Peary first gave the term ‘cult movie’ currency with his 1980 book Cult Movie

1982 Losing Ground by Kathleen Collins, Slumber Par§ Massacre by Amy Holden James, The Loveless by Kathryn Bigalow, Amy Heckerling was the first director from Universal to receive credit a¬er that period for Fast Times at Ridgemont High

1984 Sarah Connor is introduced in the Terminator franchise

1990 Mirror, Mirror by Marina Sargenti, An Angel at My Table by Jane Campio
1989 Pet Sematary by Mary Lambert

1992 Gas Food Lodging by Allison Anders, Poison Ivy by Ka� Shea, Wildwood, NJ by Ruth Leitman & Carol Weaks Cassidy

1994 Priest by Antonia Bird, Rachel Green is introduced in Friends

1996 Bastard Out of Carolina by Anjelica Huston, Kissed by Lynne Stopkewich, The Watermelon Woman by Cheryl Dunye 1997 Eve’s Bayou by Kasi Lemmons

2000 American Psycho by Mary Harron

2006 Tarana Burke founded the #MeToo movement

2003 Kill Bill is introduced in Beatrix “The Bride” Kiddo

2007 S&S produced the ‘Hidden Gems’ issue

2016 Prevenge by Alice Lowe2017 Dozens of women had accused Harvey Weinstein of rape, sexual assault and sexual abuse over a period of at least thir§ years

2019 The Oscars fail to nominate any female directors

Female role models created by men

Key events for women in film

Cult films by women

Key events for cult films

Female role models created by women

Overlooked films by women

Speculated future events

Although women have been making films since the very beginning, they have hardly been acknowledged and it has been 
more di²cult for women to make it in the film industry compared to men. This is due to prejudices, stereo§pes, and uneven 
laws regarding film. 

These dates highlight significant moments for women in the film industry, and the influenves this has had on socie§, such 
as role models, and movements such as the Me Too movement.

The future events are speculated by looking at what has occurred in the past, and what makes sense to happen in the future.



WHAT: An exhibition to showcase the emerging programme of 
cult fan meeting places for resurging films made by women

WHERE: The Lord nelson Inn, 36 Trafalgar Street, Brighton

WHY HERE?: Cult fans of female  directors are taking 
over the pub to experience what it’s like to have full access to this 
space

WHEN: Brighton Biennale, July 2022

OPENING TIMES: Dusk - dawn

WHAT: An exhibition to showcase the emerging programme of 
cult fan meeting places for resurging films made by women

WHERE: The Lord nelson Inn, 36 Trafalgar Street, Brighton

WHY HERE?: Cult fans of female  directors are taking 
over the pub to experience what it’s like to have full access to this 
space

WHEN: Brighton Biennale, July 2022

OPENING TIMES: Dusk - dawn

THE EMERGING PROGRAMME

With many films directed by women making a resurgence, 
some will become cult classics and cult fanbases will 
be formed . These cult fans will be inspired by the films 
to make a di�erence and will need a meeting space 
to discuss ideas.

THE EXHIBITION

Viewers will be taken through a series of spaces that 
correspond to a scene in the film, ‘Queen of Diamonds’ 
by Nina Menkes.

Each of these spaces have a deeper meaning, and 
touch on important subjects.
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Exhibiting:

1. The Future of Tourism is...
2. AMPHI/ANTO
3. On the Way
4. Exo Apo Theatre Company
5. Journey Through the ...
6. 2031 the new way of advertising clothes.
7. ‘Objects of Desire’
8. The Immaculate Education
9. On the Way
10. ‘The Assembly’ 
11. Frontier Nova
12. ReSchooled
13. Sex in Architecture
14. Mouse traps and tin foil hats
15. The SuperSweep: an event for the whole family
16. Levelled Enclosures
17. Future Of Language
18. Pagiging Tunay (translation: Authentici§)
19. Par§ That Never Sleeps
20. Hjemmeslig
21.  Cult XX

BRIGHTON BIENNALE 2022,  EXHIBITION LOCATION MAP

Several other exhibitions will be featured during the Brighton Biennale. 



QUEEN OF DIAMONDS, 1991, BY NINA MENKES

Queen of Diamonds is another film that is likely to become a cult film in the future. This film is feminist and anti-capitalist. The beautifully composed still shots, 
which comprise the majori§ of the film, are unpretentious and powerful, simply show the ordinary1, with nothing glamorized.  Any men in the film have story lines 
that go nowhere, such as the uncle who dies, the husband who’s missing, or the man who regularly assaults women in her building. 

The significance of the message of Queen of Diamonds is only going to increase, and would definitely form a cult following as more people view and discuss this 
film. 

Nina Menkes’ cinematography is striking, and tells the story of Firdaus, which means Paradise, a blackjack dealer in Las Vegas. As a woman, she is simply a cog in 
the machine built by men for men. Firdaus acts as the monarch of the Ci§ of Sin. However, she is alienated and ‘to be a queen is to be forever secondary,trumped 
by the power of invisible kings’.2  In an interview with Menkes, she said that ‘by tuning into a real felt experience and allowing that to be expressed, via shooting or 

1 Kenny, G. (2019).
2 Balsom, E.

editing, you end up with a very individual form. And an individual woman’s expression is going to run counter to master patriarchal constructions — which are pre-
formed and fossilized...Women are generally relegated to the object position, they are not individuals with complex, detailed historical, political and emotional 
experience, but are primarily seen as existing for the gratification of others’.3 As a female director, Nina Minkes has taken time to understand the struggles women 
face and many women can relate to this protagonist. She faces isolation and her life is dictated by men.

3 Biller, A. (2019).

WATCH THE TRAILER HERE

This film will be the focus of the exhibition, as it is an overlooked film by a female director, 
which is currently di�cult to access, and likely to become more popular when made more 
accessible.



To compare the §pology of spaces  in cults films made my men and women, the floor plans, furniture, colour schemes and stills have been carefully dissected. 
This inventory explores the physical conditions, including structural/ material, spatial/ formal and environmental/ contextual, as well as the experiential 
conditions including visual/ aesthetic, experimental/  narrative and user/ character-based.

This study informed the choice oof venue and importance of certain elements from the film and venue that need to remain or be enhanced.

DISSECTING CULT FILM SPACES

Triangular Stair Core (iso) 1:200

Triangular Stair Core (plan)1:200

Patrick Bateman’s Apartment1:200

Barcelona Chair1:25 ‘Patrick Bateman’1:25

Mackintosh Chair Chair1:25

AMERICAN PSYCHO BY MARY HARRON
A cult film by a woman with a male lead

American psycho was directed by Mary Harron and is a perfect example of a cult film by a woman which was deemed too shocking 
when released,  as it blatantly pointed out the issue of toxic masculini§, exaggerated through murder.

USER/ CHARACTER- BASED: Patrick Bateman is always exerting control over his surroundings, as well as his body. He has control to 
manipulate other people as well, pu�ing himself at the center of his world.. His polished appearance is reflected in his apartment, 
where there is a certain surface level appearance compared to the mess underneath.

SPATIAL/ FORMAL: The open plan living- kitchen area is the set for the protagonist’s murders. He moves around the space playfully, 
teasing his victims behind their backs with various murder weapons. His confidence in his abilities means that he does not need 
to hide behind corners in order to catch his victims by surprise.

STRUCTURAL/ MATERIAL: The buildings have a very shiny surface, but are lacking in character. The rigid and shiny buildings reflect, 
preventing the viewer to see what’s on the inside- a metaphor for Patrick Bateman.

ENVIRONMENTAL/ CONTEXTUAL: The angular stair core is harsh- looking, and the impact of this environment on Bateman’s female 
victim is extremely great. Her absolute terror is heightened even more when she is being chased by a chainsaw, as there is nowhere 
to escape from Bateman’s site.

VISUAL/ AESTHETIC: The colour pale�e is minimal and §pically ‘masculine’, mostly black and white with reds and browns being 
accents, which represent the protagonist’s thirst for blood and flesh.

EXPERIENTIAL/ NARRATIVE: The film mainly consists of masculine §pical aesthetics which show where the men dominate, however 
occasionally there are contrasting spaces with floral decorations to further emphasise the masculine world and the masculine 
ratio compared to where women have the most power which is in the stereo§pical spaces such as restaurants and kitchens. This 
emphasise the stereo§pical placement of women in spaces and the limited number of spaces that they are ever shown to inhabit. 
This is similar to Mikey and Nikki where women reside in the home and men in urban areas.



Nostromo Spaceship1:500

Nostromo Hyper-sleep Chambers1:25

‘Ellen Ripley’ 1:25

ALIEN BY RIDLEY SCOTT
A cult film by a man with a female lead

QUEEN OF DIAMONDS BY NINA MENKES
A cult film by a woman with a female lead

Motel exterior staircase1:100

Firdaus 1:25

1:25

Queen of Diamonds is another film that is likely to become a cult film in the future Nina Menkes’ cinematography is striking, and 
tells the story of Firdaus, which means Paradise, a blackjack dealer in Las Vegas. As a woman, she is simply a cog in the machine 
built by men for men.

Firdaus acts as the monarch of the Ci§ of Sin. However, she is alienated and ‘to be a queen is to be forever secondary, trumped by 
the power of invisible kings’.1

USER/ CHARACTER- BASED: The main protagonist a woman named Firdaus is shown as the Monarch of the Ci§ of Sin, where she 
stands with lights behind her, a gambling man in front of her, and a with a bar separating them.

SPATIAL/ FORMAL: The main spaces are the apartment that Firdaus lives in is a very simple basic motel space layout with one sofa 
one table one window one door one bed.
The casino where she works is disorientating and alienating. Firdaus remains behind the bar with gamblers in front of the bar and 
the separation lead to mainly visual interaction with many eyes landing on the person behind the bar.

STRUCTURAL/ MATERIAL: The motel rooms are stacked like a deck of cards. The uniform, lifeless building lacks any personali§, and 
this could be a metaphor for the way that women are represented in film, as a piece of the home with nothing else to give the 
character depth.

The skeletal staircase on the exterior of the building o�ers less privacy and means that there is a communal area, adding to the 
desolate lifes§le. The only access to the rooms is from the outside, there is li�le securi§, and it is a cheaper way to build as there 
space outside the building is very used rather than using up space for a stairwell on the inside.

ENVIRONMENTAL/ CONTEXTUAL: Outside of the casino and apartment building, the desert is dus§ and derelict, with run-down 
houses contrasting with the flashing lights of the casino and the open space contrasting with the small motel room.

VISUAL/ AESTHETIC: The colour pale�e of the film consists of subdued blues and greens contrasting with fiery oranges and reds in 
the casino the deep red lights and bright yellow lights create blue shadow on the painted white face of the protagonist.

This contrasts with her uncle’s artificially lit apartment with plain white and browns which coordinate with her simple uniform.

The plain colours of the motel reflect the low end of the budget compared to the shiny buildings that are usually shown.

EXPERIENTIAL/ NARRATIVE: Experiential conditions consist of the dark windowless interior of the casino with deep reds and greens 
and people talking incomprehensibly compared to the two-person apartment with simple furniture, smaller spaces and plainer 
colours.
1 Balsom, E.

Alien is an example of the cult film made by a man, Ridley-Sco�, which failed at first despite the large budget and collaboration 
within order to fully understand the films made by women we can compare cult films made by men. Alien is an example of the 
cult film made by a man, Ridley-Sco�, which failed at first despite the large budget and collaboration with iconic artist HR Geiger. 
However hard-core fans brought this film into the mainstream and is now a classic.

USER/ CHARACTER- BASED: The main protagonist is a woman, Ripley,  who works as a scientist on the spaceship. She is represented 
without a huge dialogue and in her underwear by the end of the film. She appears to be strong with no emotions, almost as if she 
is being masculinised.

The name ‘Ripley’ is a masculine sounding name, and the character is given no first name. This is slightly dehumanising and gives 
the character less depth.

SPATIAL/ FORMAL: The spaces in the film are rigid with di�erent corridors leading to di�erent parts of the ship. Ladders lead to 
unknown areas and the ship is almost maze like, which is unse�ling as it is easy to hide around corners with li�le visibili§, such as 
at the end of the film when Ripley is cannot see where the Alien is. The large budget for the film allowed for this extravagant ship 
to be built, something a women would rarely have been given the budget for as women have been shown to have a lower budget 
that men in film.

STRUCTURAL/ MATERIAL: The spaceship is made of a metal which is rigid and dark and detailed. This is inspired by HR Geiger paint-
ing ‘Alien’.1

ENVIRONMENTAL/ CONTEXTUAL: The outside is limited by the amount of light from space,  and to give the impression of being in 
space, the surfaces are barely lit by outside sources. The dark objects are set against a dark background- lit slightly to only make 
the metallic surfaces shine.

VISUAL/ AESTHETIC: The initial white room is a more humanistic environment, compared to the alien environment of the outside and 
the rest of the ship where it is much darker. However, this raises the question of who the real aliens are, as the humans are not in 
their own world. They are seeing this world through human eyes which prevents them seeing the universe as it really is. 

EXPERIENTIAL/ NARRATIVE: The experiential conditions are adapted mostly through lighting. In the space ship this is artificial, harsh 
lighting, and this is altered to being either more white and dim during tense moments, and warmer and brighter at happier 
moments. Outside the spaceship the lighting is much darker and greener.

1 h�ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H._R._Giger
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MIKEY AND NICKY BY ELAINE MAY
A cult film by a woman with a male lead

Hotel Stairs and Li¬1:100

Nicky’s Hotel Room 1:200

Mikey and Nicky was wri�en and directed by Elaine May in 1976. The film features shaky film camera scenes through the grubby 
and dark Los Angeles streets which has been copied by other directors since such as Quentin Tarentino. 

USER/ CHARACTER- BASED: The characters in the film consist mainly of two men, who are the main characters known as Mikey and 
Nicky. Three leading women feature in the film but only as wives or girlfriends and remain in their houses without going outside 
unlike Mikey and Nicki, or other men in the film- the depth of character is limited.

SPATIAL/ FORMAL: The spatial layout of the hotel has barriers and openings which becomes a common theme throughout the film 
the thresholds hold distinctive moments Mikey prevents Nikki from entering his room at the start of the film and this becomes a 
foreshadowing for the end of the film both characters run around the hotel chaotically.

STRUCTURAL/ MATERIAL: Structurally the hotel where Mikey is staying has large, grand, stone pillars, which contrasts with the run-
down looking entrance. This makes the hotel look as though it has seen be�er days, and is becoming less prosperous than it used 
to be. This reflects the character, Mikey who although previously did quite well as a criminal, is now running from a hit man.

ENVIRONMENTAL/ CONTEXTUAL: Environmental and contextual elements are neon lights damp and dir§ floors of the streets and 
dark shadows.  Bar restaurant and shop windows are mis§ and dir§ hiding the activities occurring inside. 

VISUAL/ AESTHETIC: Elaine May purposely makes the colours stereo§pically gendered, remaining §pically masculine with grimy 
primary colours such as blue red and yellow with occasional greens and browns. whereas when entering spaces inhabited  by 
women, the reds and yellows become brighter and whites become purer to create a more §pically female environment and 
aesthetic.

EXPERIENTIAL/ NARRATIVE: Lighting is used a lot in this film to describe the feeling of the situation.

source: Interiors. (2014).

Fight club is another film that displays the issue of toxic masculini�, but this time through the eyes of a man rather than a wom-
an. This means that in a way, it was shown to be more ‘cool’, and people all over the world began emulating the film, creating their 
own fight clubs and commi�ing crimes, so the film caused more problems than solving any, which is o�en what films try to do, 
especially films by women.

USER/ CHARACTER- BASED: The main characters are two men, who form a fight club where they can freely fight without any 
consequences. There is also a female character- a love interest, and she is displayed as being extremely unstable and has li�le 
to no back story other than that she a�ends Alcoholics Anonymous.

SPATIAL/ FORMAL: The ground floor of the house is laid out with a central hallway space with di�erent rooms leading o� at 
di�erent angles. This house is very irregular, and spaces stick out from the man interior for extra uses such as a conservatory 
which is linked to the kitchen.

STRUCTURAL/ MATERIAL: The house where the two leading protagonists stay is an old derelict house, with a front porch supported 
by wobbly, broken wooden columns. Inside, a sturdy steel column sits in the centre of the hallway, connected to arches. The wide, 
damaged wooden staircase leads up to the front door.

ENVIRONMENTAL/ CONTEXTUAL: Outside, the streets are dark and dir�, rarely seeing daylight. 

VISUAL/ AESTHETIC: The house has peeling green, dir� wallpaper. The bathroom is covered in grubby white tiles and lit by candles. 
Everything in this house is broken and le� to decompose. These aesthetic choices made by the director and production designer 
set the tone for the entire film and add depth to the narrative. The influences from Detroit and industrialisation paired with the 
glamour of art Deco give the house a rich history and information about the surrounding area that it is located. It also reflects 
the characters themselves, showing their mental states and the way that they are obviously unaware of their surroundings nd 
much more focused on what is happening in their own world inside their heads.

EXPERIENTIAL/ NARRATIVE: Throughout the film the colours and lighting remains putrid, swea� and grubby. This does not change 
much from space to space or scene to scene.  The subdued, low lighting creates an unhealthy feeling, reflecting the character’s 
mental and possibly physical health- in a way a pathetic fallacy.

FIGHT CLUB BY DAVID FINCHER
A cult film by a man with a male lead
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The venue of the travelling exhibition will be pubs and bars, as women have historically been 
unwelcome in these spaces.

Brighton Biennale 2022 will feature several exhibitions showcasing speculative future emerging 
programmes, and will then be exhibited around the world.

This exhibition reveals the emerging programme of people coming together to celebrate their 
passion for female characters from films made by women.

VENUE AND BUILDING CODES



VENUE REQUIREMENTS
Women have historically been banned from bars and pubs, and up until 1981, women could be refused service.

Now women are experiencing what it is liked to be served, as well As how it feels to be behind the bar, an experience comparable to being on stage, watched 
by the people beyond the threshold.

They will also experience the ritual of using the back entrance, rather than the front entrance, as this is something that women had to endure in the past.

REQUIREMENTS:

• A space with a bar.
• A back entrance/ access. 
• 
The Lord Nelson Inn is the chosen venue in Brighton, as it fits the requirements.

This drawings highlights the main features of the pub and what is important and should be kept or enhanced.

The smokiness hints at the hints, when people could smoke inside, but women were not very welcome.

Dark wooden floor are o¬en a feature in pubs.

Pubs are o¬en tiled.

They are regularly named a¬er a man.



Key:

components vary depending on venue

components sourced locally

vital existing components

existing structure

COMPONENTS
Staircase: inspired by fire escapes found in current location

The staircase design is bespoke to Brighton, inspired by the fire 
escapes.

Depending on the ci§ where this exhibition is being held, the 
staircase design will vary depending on the fire escape or back 
entrances in this location.

Discussion table: any rounded table/ bar that seats at least 5 
people

At The Lord Nelson Inn, the bar located in the quieter area of 
the pub is the perfect space for the discussion area, as it seats 
more than 5 people and is curved to allow visibili§

Bar:
The venue must have a bar  to allow for the visitors to experi-
ence how it feels to be behind the  bar almost as if they were 
under a spotlight, versus beyond the threshold  of the bar

These are the components of the exhibition, which will either need to exist, or will need to be sourced.

Some items will vary in design depending on the lovation of the venue, such as such stairs and the discussion table.



Glass:
MATERIAL: broken windshield
SOURCED: locally from scrapyards/ building sites
TRANSPORTATION: formed boxes in small van

Glass suction cup:
MATERIAL: Aluminium alloy, rubber
SOURCED: purchased from hardware shop
TRANSPORTATION: as a whole in small van

Frame
MATERIAL: timber/ metal
SOURCED: locally from scrapyards/ building sites
TRANSPORTATION: in pieces in small van

1:10 elevation

Projector
MATERIAL: metal, plastic
SOURCED: purchased online
TRANSPORTATION: in small box, easily transported by any 
vehicle

MOTOR AND SCREWS
MATERIAL: Metal
SOURCED: purchased from hardware shop
TRANSPORTATION: in a small box, easily transported by 
any vehicle

Discussion table
MATERIAL: varies depending on what is suitable for location
SOURCED: locally
TRANSPORTATION: small van in 
REQUIREMENTS: rounded, seats five people minimum

BROKEN GLASS PANELS

This will add a layer of material to the experience, intensifying the 
projections and creating flashes of unexpected light

PROJECTOR

The projector will be attached to a motor on the ceiling with wires, 
and this will be controlled by a laptop to move it around each 
space. 

The corresponding scene from the film ‘Queen of Diamonds’ will 
be projected, to create an immersive experience and make the 
viewer feel what it’s like to walk in the protagonist’s shoes.

DISCUSSION TABLE

This table creates a space for women to discuss ideas 
uninterrupted. 

Historically, bars and pubs have been gathering places for men to 
have conversations and pass on ideas, and women were banned 
from partaking. 

This corresponds to a scene in Queen of Diamonds where 
the protagonist and her friend are quietly discussing real life 
problems when they are interrupted by the neighbour.

1:20 left isometric

1:1

1:10 plan 1:10 side elevation

ITINERARY MATERIALS, SOURCING AND TRANSPORTATION

1:1
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ORDER OF EVENTS
1 Approach- breaking into the pub
2 Use back entrance fire escape
3 Involuntary catwalk down the stairs
4 Space for discussion
5 Reflecting
6 Under the spotlight
6 Beyond the threshold

6

7

Circulation

1:50 Plan

N



THE APPROACH BREAKING INTO THE INDUSTRY
The visitor will approach the pub, where they will find broken glass on the floor trailing up to the staircase, hinting at the exhibition and what they are 
about to experience.

The broken glass represents women breaking into the film industry, as well as breaking into bars when they could no longer legally be refused service in 
1982.

The staircase represents how women have historically had to use the back entrance into buildings, or banned from elevators. The design is inspired by 
fire escapes found in Brighton which are not at all grand. The skeletal structure hints at this concept.

1:20 ELEVATION



THE INVOLUNTARY CATWALK 
WATCHED WITHOUT PERMISSION
The visitor will walk down the stairs into the garden area, where the sounds of footsteps and a scene from the film will remind them of how many 
times women are watched without permission.

1:20 SECTION

CORRESPONDING SCENE: The protagonist watching down the stairs of her motel where she lives, and she is watched by two men as she walks 
down and away. 



DISCUSSION SPACE WITHOUT DISRUPTION
This space represents the emerging programme: a space for cult film fans to come and discuss important world issues and ideas, and well as 

express their admiration for the female directors, such as Nina Menkes, director of Queen of Diamonds.

CORRESPONDING SCENE: The protagonist and her friend are quietly discussing real life problems when they are interrupted by the 
neighbour.

1:20 SECTION

The projector is a�ached to a motor with wires, and to the ceiling 
with screws.



REFLECTIONS AN AURA OF SERENITY

This space resembles the essence of the scene from the film, with the glass windows further reflecting the projections and creating a calming 
aura, making space for thoughts.

Le¬: Still shots of space from film: Made by overlaying physical model with projects over digital model

CORRESPONDING SCENE: The scene in the film shows the protagonist covering her dead uncle in a sheet, looking through the window of the motel, 
and reflections confuse the eye and represent more than what is happening in the room.



BEHIND THE BAR, THE SPOTLIGHT
CORRESPONDING SCENE: The protagnoist stands behind the bar, almost as if she were on stage with everyone watching her.

1:20 SECTION

BEYOND THE THRESHOLD, THE AUDIENCE
CORRESPONDING SCENE: The visitors in the casino are crowded around the table, all eyes on the protagonist

The visitor experiences what it is like to have all eyes on them when standing 
behind a bar. When they then cross the threshold and stand in front of the bar, they 
will become the ‘audience members’, watching the person behind the bar.



PLAY Online Video

Online Document



The emerging programme of people gathering to discuss their 
ideas about film, females in film, and other important subjects 
is becoming increasingly important and prevalent, changing 
mindsets everywhere.



BEHIND THE SCENES THE SETUP
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